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Abstract. Assorted networks have transpired for analysis and visualization,
including social community network, biological network, sensor network and
many other information networks. Prior approaches either focus on the
topological structure or attribute likeness for graph clustering. A few recent
methods constituting both aspects however cannot be scalable with elevated
time complexity. In this paper, we have developed an intra-graph clustering
strategy using collaborative similarity measure (IGC-CSM) which is
comparatively scalable to medium scale graphs. In this approach, first the
relationship intensity among vertices is calculated and then forms the clusters
using k-Medoid framework. Empirical analysis is based on density and entropy,
which depicts the efficiency of IGC-CSM algorithm without compromising on
the quality of the clusters.
Keywords: Graph clustering, collaborative similarity, k-Medoid clustering,
entropy, density, Jaccard similarity coefficient.

1

Introduction

Graph as an expressive data structure is most widely used to model real life objects
and their relationships in many application domains like social network, web, sensor
network, and telecommunication. Graph clustering is very challenging and interesting
research areas. Numerous researchers have focused different aspects of it, discussed
in [1], [2], [3], and [4].
The key objective of most of the graph clustering algorithms is to identify strongly
connected vertices within a graph with similar neighborhood. The vertices inside the
sub-graph are highly cohesive while sparsely connected with other vertices of the
graph. All the un-supervised clustering algorithms [5], [6], have the ability to find out
natural number of clusters within the whole graph, whereas semi-supervised
techniques [7] require extra information regarding the clusters such as number of
clusters as an input parameter. We have used term node and vertex interchangeably
throughout this paper.
Many researchers utilized the relational context of a network to discern interesting
groups of entities, generally known as clusters [1]. In relational aspect, the
connectivity among vertices or with similar neighborhood, harmonized topological
structure, and characteristic resemblance are playing key role in graph clustering.
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Classical applications of graph clustering include community detection in social
networks, identification of functional related protein modules in large biological
network (protein-protein interaction networks), etc. Numerous prior approaches either
focus on the topological structure; attribute likeness or both for graph clustering [10],
[11], and [14]. However they compromise either on quality or time.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Graph Vertex Structures (a) connected, weighted and contextual graph, weighted graph
(b) disconnected, weighted graph (c) connected, weighted, and multi-labeled

In this paper, we introduce the algorithm which belongs to a graph vertex
clustering, an un-supervised method, whereas it requires the number of clusters as an
input parameter prior to cluster the graph. It also provides an opportunity to control
the connectivity or similarity strength among the clustered nodes. The deviation from
existing state-of-the-art approaches in terms of the following facets: (a) a new two
way node to node similarity measure is utilized which is more powerful because it
considers both structural and contextual aspects (b) iterative clustering is applied
which has low time complexity without compromising on cluster’s quality, (c) also
considers three basic scenarios for each vertex in graph as shown in Fig. 1. Key
contributions of this work are as follows:
─ A new graph vertex clustering strategy is proposed which is simple in nature. It can
capture both structural and contextual similarities among nodes in the graph
simultaneously.
─ Similarity among the vertices is calculated once, which is symmetric and utilized
successively.
─ A customized k-Medoid framework is adopted for clustering.
─ Disconnected graph nodes can be clustered together based on collaborative
similarity measure.
─ It is easily scalable for small and medium scale graphs because of its simplicity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly explains the related
work. The proposed idea is elaborated in section 3. Subsequently its empirical
analysis is carried out and then conclusion and future direction are drawn in section 5
followed by references.
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Related Works

In traditional relational data clustering, the distance measure is primarily based on
attribute similarity, e.g., Euclidian distance among two attribute vectors. On the other
hand, in graph clustering the vertex closeness is measured on the basis of (i)
connectivity, i.e., possible number of paths between two vertices, (ii) neighborhood
similarity, i.e., number of common neighbors between them, or (iii) attribute or
contextual similarity, i.e., number of common vertex’s features or attributes.
In various real applications, both the vertex properties and the graph topological
structure are important. For instance, in a social network, topological structure
represents the relationship among different people in a group, while vertex properties
describe the role of person. Most of the graph clustering and summarization approaches,
mentioned in this and former section, only deal with one aspect and ignore the other.
Numerous existing graph clustering algorithms consider the topological structure
of a graph so that every sub-graph attains the cohesive internal structure. It includes
clustering based on normalized cut, max flow min-cut problem, structural density,
modularity respectively [8], [9], [10]. Recently a new approach is proposed which
deals with the attributes of an arbitrary pair of vertices [11], as a result vertices with
the similar attribute values are grouped into respective partition or cluster.
A new probabilistic algorithm, i.e. Top Graph Clusters (TopGC) is devised in [12],
which finds the best clique like clusters inside the large graphs. It works with both
directed and undirected graph and support overlapping based on the given percentage.
The space complexity is relatively high, because it is required to maintain the random
permutations, hash table, and signatures for clustering. Time and search space
complexity has been reduced by introducing the pruning phase. This approach cannot
find the definite clusters in a graph which contains the topological as well as
contextual information due to the fact that it only considers the structural facet.
Similarly, a three phase Transitive Node Similarity [13] approach has been
developed for graph node clustering which consider only single similarity aspect. It is
obvious that the search space get reduced incrementally because of the fact that already
clustered nodes are not considered in the later iterations. This helps to reduce the space
complexity and search space, which also helps to minimize the time complexity. In case
of disconnected graph, each isolated component forms a separate cluster.
Conversely in [21], an efficient graph summarization technique based on two
database-style operations has been proposed. The first operation, called SNAP,
produces a summary graph by grouping nodes based on user-selected node attributes
and relationships. Secondly in k-SNAP operation, it further allows users to control the
resolutions of summaries.
Recently, a Unified distance measure is introduced in [14], [18] for graph node
clustering. It captures both structural and attributes similarities simultaneously which
is based on attribute augmented graph, by adding attribute nodes to the original graph
and link all the respective nodes. The attribute augmented graph contains more edges
in the graph, at least greater than the number of vertices (> |V|), which leads to more
space complexity of the algorithm. Unified distance measure calculation (involves
matrix multiplication) and clustering process is repeated, with iterative weight updates
for convergence, which requires more computation time.
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All of the methods in this section have the deficiency either with respect to cluster
quality or algorithm time complexity. As you have seen none of them is able to fulfill
both requirements simultaneously. In subsequent section, we have elaborated new
technique which take care both aspects concurrently without any additional dependency.

3

An Intra Graph Clustering (IGC)

We need to construct a graph nodes clustering (i.e. intra graph clustering) method
which can handle both structural and contextual similarity (collaborative in nature) in
an efficient manner.
3.1

Problem Statement Formulation

An undirected, weighted, multi-labeled graph G = {V, E, W, A}, not necessarily
connected, where V and A is the set of all the vertices and attributes respectively, E =
{(vi, vj) | vi, vj V} are the set of undirected links, and two vertices, vi and vj, may be
connected with single link having cost wij > 0. Each vertex may contains one or more
attributes, A = {a1, a2, … am}. The set of possible values for any arbitrary attribute ai
is Dom(ai) = {ai1, ai2, … ainp} where np = |Dom(ai)|. The total number of links of a
vertex vi is called the degree of vi and is represented as deg(vi). If there is a direct link
between any two vertices, e.g. vi and vj, in the graph, we call them as direct neighbor
otherwise indirect neighbors in case of indirect link. Mostly used symbols along their
descriptions are given in Table 1.
Intra graph clustering is the process of the relative partitioning the vertices of the
graph into k disjoint sub-graphs where Gi = {Vi, Ei, Wi, Ai} and V =
and for
any
,
. The ultimate goal is twofold; attain high quality clusters, and
time efficiency.
Table 1. Frequently used symbols and their brief description
Symbol
G
V
E
N
C
M
K
,
|? |

CSim
,

,

Description
A positive weighted, multi-label, and undirected graph
Set of the graph vertices
Set of edges/links in between nodes
No. of nodes inside the graph G
Set of the centroids in the graph
No. of possible attributes which can be associated with the node in the graph
No. of clusters to be found within the graph space
Similarity between two arbitrary sets X and Y, each set contains variable number of elements
Magnitude of the inside item
A neighborhood vector of a vertex , all the nodes which are directly connected are considered
to be in the neighborhood of the node
Number of links which are incident on the vertex
Weight associate on the link among node and
If there exist a direct link between two vertices and
If two vertices are indirectly connected with each other through an arbitrary path, when no direct
link is present
Collaborative similarity measure between two vertices in the graph
Objective function
ith cluster centroid, ith centroid contained in cList
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System Architecture

The proposed system architecture in Fig. 2 consists of two major components. Firstly,
it requires estimating the relationship among nodes in the un-clustered graph. It will
depict that how much relevance among nodes exists or correlated with each other
topologically and contextually or semantically. During the clustering process the
topological or contextual information remains unchanged so similarity among nodes
is calculated once, in contrast to [14] and [13] which incrementally explore the search
space and calculate the similarity as the new node encountered, and utilized multiple
times in successive steps.

Fig. 2. Proposed Architecture

The similarity measures among nodes along the original graph information are the
pre-requisites for the clustering component which is iterative in nature. Additionally,
number of clusters k to be found is provided in advance. At the prior stage, we need
influence factor α which can control the association among nodes based on
topological structure and contextual relevance.
3.3

Collaborative Similarity Measure (CSM)

The similarity measure between graph vertices reflects the strength of their
relationship or connectivity. In this approach, we utilize this strength for clustering
similar vertices in one cluster and dissimilar to another. We have considered
weighted, undirected, and multi-labeled vertex graphs, so relationship among two
vertices can be found in the any of the following forms: (1) Directly Connected, (2)
In-directly Connect, (3) Disconnected.
In case of direct connection, Fig. 3b, two vertices must share a single link in
between them. When there is no direct link between two vertices, e.g. vi and vj,
however from vertex vi we can reach on the other vertex vj by following an arbitrary
links then both vertices are indirectly connected with each other, as shown in Fig. 3c.
Thirdly, in absence of direct and indirect link, vertices are stated as disconnected. In
this paper we assume that two vertices are connected only with single link.
SIM X, Y

|X
|X

Y|
Y|

|X

Y|

|X|

|Y|

|X

Y|

(1)

In literature, Jaccard similarity coefficient measure [16], given in Eq. (1), is generally
acceptable and most widely used especially in data mining applications [17]. Due to
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its simplicity, it has been utilized in many application areas to find out the relevance
among the objects. Even though it is application independent, but in order to
incorporate this similarity measure inside the proposed approach, we need to re-define
the notions of the objects due to the presence of structural behavior. The important
structural factor of the graph is the links between the vertices to form an association.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Scenarios for similarity between source (green) and destination(red) nodes following
some intermediate nodes (yellow) (a) No direct path exist (b) Directly connected (c) In-directly
connected, shortest path

In Eq. (2), SIM ,
represents the similarity between two vertices by
exploiting the topological structure of the graph. It can capture all three possible
scenarios, e.g. connected, indirectly connected, and disconnected. We need to define
another similarity measure which can cover contextual information contained by
vertices of the node. Here contextual information or semantics means that node can be
participating in multiple contexts. Consider the example of social network, where
each user is represented with a vertex and there are some associated contexts, like a
person’s role can be Teacher, Friend, Researcher, author/co-author of a paper.

,

|
|

|
|

,

(2)

0,
Our strategy is equally acceptable for weighted and un-weighted graphs. The weights on
edges along the path are considered explicitly which is not the case is in [13]. It will
enhance the intensity of the relation among nodes based on the weights associated with
edges. If two nodes are sharing edges with high weight will obviously have higher
similarity as compared to low weight edge sharing nodes. In the absence of edge
weights, constant value is expected to be associated with each link in the graph.
One of the key aspects of this approach is to consider contextual similarity which is
defined in Eq. (3) along the structural cohesiveness of the nodes. Its importance is
evident from the applications where the nodes emerge in different contexts. For
example, in social network, the persons can be represented by nodes and edges among
nodes reflect their relationships. Each person can have different roles or contexts like
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occupation as student, doctor, engineer, and designer etc. Similarly in co-author
network, each author is reflected with a node and if there are two authors of the same
paper then a link is attach among those nodes in [14], [18]. Accordingly authors may
have contributions in different areas of research at different time intervals; usually
they used the labels or attribute associated with the corresponding nodes in the graph
to reflect this information.
∏

,
Collaborative Similarity
,
,
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&&

,

∏

,

,

||

,

CSim
1
,

,

,

,

,
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||

(4)

,

The semantics or attributes associated with the vertices which define the context of each
vertex can also be prioritized by an associated weight
in Eq. (3). At the beginning of
the algorithm, these values get initialized and remain fixed throughout all computations.
In order to find the similarity based on the set of shared features, Jaccard similarity
coefficient measure gives us required functionality, elaborated in Eq. (1).
Conclusively the similarity measure through which we consider three scenarios is
given in Eq. (4). Both first and third scenarios are quite simple compared to the case
when we have set of possible paths from source vertex to destination instead a direct
or no link respectively. In order to extend the similarity for indirect path, we must
utilize the desirable property, i.e. longer the path among two arbitrary vertices smaller
the value of the similarity measure. Additionally, we should consider another property
that the similarity measure value between two vertices along the entire path must be
less than the intermediate vertices similarity.
Lemma 1 (Transitivity): Let ᵱ = {ݒᵱଵ ǡ ݒᵱଶ ǡ ǥ ݒᵱ୯ାଵ } be a path from source vertex
ݒᵱଵ to target vertex ݒᵱ୯ାଵ. Then for all the intermediate vertices i =1, 2…, q


ሺݒ ǡ ݒ ሻ ൌ  ෑ ݉݅ݏ൫ݒ᥉ ǡ ݒ᥉ାଵ ൯   ݉݅ݏ൫ݒ᥉ ǡ ݒ᥉ାଵ ൯
ୀଵ

Proof: It is based on the fact that the similarity value sim൫ݒᵱ୧ ǡ ݒᵱ୧ାଵ ൯ lies in the
interval [0, 1].
For any pair of vertices, many different paths may exist from initial vertex to final
vertex . The similarity value may vary based on the selected path. In order to avoid
this variation and to be consistent, we have adopted shortest path between that pair of
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vertices. Conceptually inside the dense community the similarity value is high because
of transitivity property. However there is possibility to have smaller value even for
shortest path as compared to other path options. This option is expected to have high
computational cost. Mostly the shortest path produces larger value [13] unless an
intermediate transition may cause significant similarity decrease, as given in Eq. (4).
3.4

Algorithm Details

The proposed method, Collaborative Similarity based Graph Clustering, can operate on
undirected, weighted or un-weighted, and multi-attributed graph which requires two
parameters as prior knowledge; number of clusters to be found even though it’s
unsupervised and factor which controls the importance of the topological structure and
contextual associations. It does not require altering the structure of the graph.
Systematically, it consists of two main components similarity calculation and clustering
which is iterative in nature. The pseudo code is omitted due to space limit. For the proof
of the concept, we have illustrated the similarity and clustering results in Table (2).
Initialization module considers the issues related to memory allocation, variable
management for temporary and permanent storage. Un-clustered graph data is
retrieved and stored in the main memory for later processing.
Similarity value estimation is core part of this algorithm because the subsequent
processing is entirely dependent on the results of this module. Basically, the similarity
value is anticipated among all possible pair of vertices in terms of their topological
and behavioral or contextual resemblance, using Eq. (4). At this point, the most
important factor which needs to be considered is the symmetry of the values due to
undirected graph. For example if there are two vertices
then
CSim ,
.
CSim ,
At the last stage, the partitioning of the graph vertices is done by utilizing the precalculated similarity values among vertices by employing the inherent features of the
k-Medoid clustering infrastructure. In start vertices are randomly selected as the
centroids (expected center points) or initial seeds to represent the hidden clusters.
Then we associate neighboring vertices to the nearest centroids to make a partition
based on their similarity distance. Finally, the quality of each cluster is analyzed
based on the density and entropy. The ultimate goal of this iterative process is to
approximate the objective function, given in Eq. (5).
The crucial part in this algorithm is to accurately measure the similarity value
which can reflect the true relationship among vertices in the graph. Normally in a
graph structure from one vertex to another there might be various paths available. In
the heart of similarity calculation, the shortest path strategy has been incorporated to
get rid of diverse paths dilemma.
As you can observe, the relationship among all possible pairs of vertices is
estimated, so in accordance with this if we have V the total number of vertices in the
graph then the time complexity for estimating the collaborative similarity (which
consider both aspects simultaneously) among each pair of vertices will be O(|V|2). On
the other hand, similar task, i.e. similarity estimation, in SA approach [14] costs us O
(|V|3) due to matrix multiplication. However, shortest path calculation is done
efficiently in order of O (|E| + |V| log |V|) using the Fibonacci heap [22].
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Table 2. (a) Collaborative Similarity among vertices given in Fig. 3 using Eq. (4), (b)
Clustering results on the graph (in Fig. 3) by varying number of clusters (K), quality of each
measure is calculated using Density and Entropy
vertex V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

,

V1

1

V2

2.67

V3

1.17 0.92

V4

0.2 0.15 0.17

V5

0.18 0.14 0.15 0.92

V6

0.18 0.14 0.15 0.92 2.5

V6

K

Clustered Vertices

Density

Entropy

2

{V1,V2,V3},{V4,V5,V6}

0.42

0.133

3

{V1,V3},{V2},{V4,V5,V6}

0.28

0.084

0.21

0.084

2.67 1.17 0.20 0.18 0.18
1

0.92 0.15 0.14 0.14
1

0.17 0.15 0.15
1

0.92 0.92
1

2.5

4 {V5},{V6},{V4},{V1,V2,V3}

1

(a)

(b)

Where
an objective function which depends on two sub functions D … ,
E … as density and entropy respectively. The detail description for each function can
be obtained from [14]. A well know k-Medoid clustering strategy is adopted which
have the tendency to explore the best centroid candidates iteratively. At the beginning
of the cluster phase, the centroids picked randomly, and in subsequent iterations the
summated distance is computed using similarity measures and compared to select
vertex with maximum value as new centroid. The termination criteria for clustering
process is the decline of the objective function described in Eq. (5) or small
improvement in the function value over subsequent iterations.
max

1

(5)

In our clustering scheme, the objective function
needs to be maximized for clusters
quality enhancement. High density corresponds to tight connection among vertices and
low entropy ensures that most of the vertices in the cluster have similar contextual
aspects or labels. In this respect higher objective function value always leads us towards
better performance. If there is no improvement with respect to objective function in
consecutive iterations it is supposed to be converged or terminated.
Influence factor α (alpha) is the controlling parameter which is exploited in Eq. (4)
and Eq. (5) to balance the impact of both connectivity and semantics. Its value range
is from 0 to 1. When alpha is 0 then vertices having similar attributes get clustered in
one region irrespective of their interconnection and associated weights. However,
value 1 has opposite impact to group densely connected regions of vertices instead
their context. We have given an equal importance to both factors by taking its value
0.5. In this paper, its value remains fixed throughout the clustering process.

4

Empirical Analyses

The experiments were carried out on single 32-bit machine having 2.40GHz Intel dual
core processor with 4GB main memory, and windows 7 as an operating system. The
proposed method and SA-Cluster methods have been implemented using open source
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1

matrix manipulation library
y JAMA in Java. The comparison has been carried out
among the following metho
ods:
• IGC-CSM. The proposeed efficient algorithm which considers both contextual and
structural similarity with
hout compromising its effectiveness.
• SA-Cluster. [14] It also considers
c
both aspects but lack in scalability to huge grraph
due to iterative time conssuming random walk strategy.
• S-Cluster. It is focused on
o topological structure of the graph.
• W-Cluster. It has combiined both aspects, i.e. structural and attribute, howeveer is
based on random walk sttrategy which requires more computation [18].
• K-SNAP. It’s a top down
d
methodology which is concerned about attribbute
similarity [21].
4.1

Datasets

We have analyzed the prop
posed strategy on real and synthetic datasets. The polittical
blogs network2 dataset conttains 1490 web blogs on United States politics with 19,0090
hyperlinks between these bllogs. This dataset contains one attribute associated with the
web-blogs which has two possible values (in other words the domain of this attribuute)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Graph size vs. time, (b) No. of Clusters vs. Time (seconds)

as either liberal or conservaative. The real-life datasets are most of the times limitedd to
small variation in attributes, links, and associated weights.
ue set to 0.5. Our proposed method has the time complexxity
In all experiments α valu
quadratic in nature which is acceptable for medium scale graphs as analyzed w
with
nd number of clusters in Fig. 4. In order to develop a ttime
respect to the graph size an
efficient algorithm, it should
d not compromise on quality or effectiveness.

4.2

Cluster Evaluation Criteria

The structural and contextu
ual quality of the clusters has been analyzed in termss of
Density and Entropy respecctively [14]. Combined effect can also be analyzed usingg Fmeasure [20], however due to space limit it has been omitted.
1
2

http://math.nist.gov
v/javanumerics/jama
http://www-personal.umich.edu/mejn/netdata
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Strong connection amon
ng vertices can be easily analyzed by utilizing the dennsity
function. It is the ratio betw
ween number of edges present in a cluster and total num
mber
of edges in the whole graph
h. The ratios get accumulated for all clusters to evaluate the
overall impact. Its values liee in the interval of [0, 1].One of the key aspects to meassure
the quality of the cluster is
i to determine the relevancy among vertices based uppon
their attributed nature.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Number off Clusters vs. Density (b) Number of Clusters vs. Entropy

Fig. 5 (a) and (b) sho
ows the competitive results against density and entroopy
respectively. Our algorithm
m maintains the quality in terms of density and entropyy by
varying number of clusteers. It is obvious from Fig. 5 (b) that overall entroopy
difference is large which sh
hows good clustering tendency.

5

Conclusions and
d Future Directions

In this paper, we study the problem
p
of graph clustering which enables us to efficienntly
partition the vertices based
d on homogeneous characteristics in terms of context and
topology. We have carefullly designed the collaborative similarity measure to refflect
the relational model amon
ng pair of vertices. Subsequently, well known k-Meddoid
clustering framework is ado
opted for iterative evolution of all the clusters. The quaality
estimation of each cluster is concurrently done based on density, and entroopy
s
and real datasets depict the time efficiency off the
measures. Experiments on synthetic
proposed methodology while sustaining the cluster quality.
nomial time (i.e. quadratic in nature) however it’s still hhard
Our idea works in polyn
to scale up for very huge datasets.
d
The automatic adaptation of the tuning parameeter,
alpha, should also require extensive
e
analysis which is beyond the scope of this papeer.
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